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� Provide an exhaustive overview and analysis of 
research on gender and science carried out at 
European, national, and regional levels

� Make the study results accessible to researchers and 
policy-makers via an informed bibliography (online 
database) and a set of reports

� Steer policy-making on gender and science and define 
future research priorities within the FP7, in particular 
through good practice examples and gap analysis in the 
various research topics

Objectives

Research in 33 countries (27+6)                
All European languages,1980-2008
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� Horizontal and vertical segregation in research careers; 
underlying causes and effects of these two processes

� Science understood in its broadest meaning, including social 
sciences and humanities – R&D engineering and technology

Focus
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Work process

GSD
Reports

Synthesis

� Social sciences correspondents – GSD and national reports

� Coordination team – Management and scientific coordination; thematic reports

� Bio-natural and technical expert group – Discussion of thematic reports

� Steering scientific committee – Multidisciplinar scientific advice
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GSD – Informed bibliography

Selection of literature
� 33 Country experts
� Common criteria to carry out a systematic review of 

literature in each country
� GSD more comprehensive for some countries/issues 

than others (non academic professions; gender in 
research contents) 
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http://www.genderandscience.org/
Bibliographical reference (Harvard 
style; additional information when 
available in the original source) 

English title and English abstract

Thematic information: Coverage 
(institutional sector, field of science, 
life-course stage), topic, key issues 
and keywords

Methodological information: 
Geographical coverage, time 
coverage and methodological 
approach
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Approach
� Meta-analysis of the informed bibliography – what do we know? 

What should we know? time trends in research on gender and 
science, most relevant findings and gaps – priorities for research

� Two analytical focus: cross-national patterns (country-group reports); 
key themes (topic reports)

� Sequential analysis

National
reports

33

Country-group
reports

5

Topic
reports

7

Synthesis
report

Reports – Analysis of literature
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� Pervasive gender segregation in the labour market in all  European 
countries (stagnation when no increase over the last 20 years)

� Segregation in science is driven by the same root causes – (choice of 
study; stereotypes; unequal care burden and time constraints; 
organisational practices)

� Women’s advancement in science is slow and cannot be taken for 
granted

� Two main concerns:

� Science and engineering professions seem less responsive to the 
social forces that are driving progress towards gender equality in 
other highly-skilled professions (physicians, lawyers…)

� This trend is clearly at odds with the scientific ethos of universalism 
and meritocracy

Gender segregation in science 
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Trends in research – GSD publications
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Trends in research - Political debates
Research on gender segregation in science has developed in close relation 
with political debates and initiatives to foster women’s advancement in 
science

� 1980s – focus on gender differences in the choice of study and 
career (socialisation). Policy initiatives addressed to encourage girls 
to challenge these stereotypes

� Criticism in the 1990s – Not enough to ask girls to change their 
perceptions and to ‘fit in’ to science: the nature of how science was 
taught and how jobs were organised also needed to be changed. 
Policy attention moved from entry and qualification issues to 
retention and advancement

� Policy debates during the 2000s have emphasised the need to adopt 
a comprehensive approach towards gender equality: increasing 
women‘s participation in science and engineering will not be 
successful without restructuring institutions and mainstreaming 
gender analysis into knowledge
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Trends in research – conceptual shift
� Initial focus on gendered socialisation – The metaphor of the leaky pipeline 

was understood mainly in terms of women’s preferences and choices. Overall, 
the explanations for the under-representation of women in science were 
searched outside science and scientific institutions

� 1990s – a gradual shift in research towards organisations and professions, 
their implicit norms and standards, institutional practices and power relations. 
Emphasis on overt and covert discrimination against women (ETAN report -
overcoming patronage and the ‘old boys network’) 

� Recent studies address the progressive differentiation of women’s and men’s 
careers through both supply-side and demand-side factors. Emergent issues:

� Comparative research  

� Gender and non-academic careers 

� Gender analysis in research content - life sciences and engineering
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Trends in research – GSD
Methodology
� Scarce comparative research; most publications deal with UK and Germany
� Many state of the art publications with recommendations for policymaking
� Only a few longitudinal studies
� Lack of systematic / comprehensive statistics

Theme
� Most publications focus on women’s experiences and perceptions – systematic 

comparison of women and men in more recent studies
� Focus on male-dominated fields; more recently: medicine, biology 
� Technicians and research support staff not included
� Most under-researched themes:

� Non academic research careers
� Research funding - pay gap
� ‘Excellence’ criteria for assessment in academic institutions
� Evaluation of policies
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Scientific careers:
� ‘Choice’ of study – relevance structural/life-course factors

� ‘Rush’ hour – gendered and exacerbated by scientific institutions

� Career advancement – subtle discrimination; cumulative 
disadvantage

Key issues

Gender, institutions and knowledge
� Institutional change – relevance in academic/non-academic 

institutions

� Mainstreaming gender in research – gendered innovations

� Gender equality policies – weak impact on institutions and 
scientific culture
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� Better statistics – sex-disaggregated data on research funding; on 
scientists’ personal and career developments; longitudinal data

Recommendations for research

� Broader scope of research – excellence criteria and assessment 
practices; non-linear academic careers; careers in non-academic 
research and science-related professions; feminities and masculinities, 
gender relations and sociopolitical background

� Methods for mainstreaming gender analysis in research content –
Conceptual and institutional basis are established (DG Research;
Gendered innovations). What is needed now is to translate these often 
complex insights into methods readily useful to scientists and engineers

� Building more consistent links between analysis and policymaking
Attention to the gender dimension of institutional change; reinforced 
evaluation analysis (common conceptual framework and shared 
standards for institutional impact); 
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Thank you!
maria.caprile@cirem.org


